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the second edition of content audits and inventories by veteran content strategist paula land updates and expands the first edition focusing on the importance of the strategic as well as the tactical aspects of the content audit this edition includes expanded chapters on planning and preparation building a business case getting buy in from your organization working with teams selecting and defining audit criteria incorporating audits as part of ongoing governance and much more new in this edition are chapters on auditing social media channels apps brand messaging content structure and accessibility also new in this edition are case studies from industry professionals who share their audit experiences and outcomes successful content strategy projects start with a thorough assessment of the current state of all content assets their quantity type and quality the audit process begins with a data rich inventory and layers in a qualitative assessment empowering content owners and business stakeholders to make informed decisions this practical tactic filled handbook walks you through setting up and running an inventory using an automated tool setting the stage for a successful audit specific audit tactics addressed include auditing for content quality performance global considerations and legal and regulatory issues you will also learn how to do a competitive audit and incorporate personas into an audit tips on presenting audit results to stakeholders will help you deliver effective strategies content audits and inventories a handbook for content analysis is a must read for content professionals seeking to improve their content management strategy successful content strategy projects start with a thorough
assessment of the current state of all content assets their quantity
type and quality beginning with a data rich content inventory and
layering in a qualitative assessment the audit process allows
content owners and business stakeholders to make informed
decisions content audits and inventories by veteran content
strategist paula land shows you how to begin with an inventory
scope and plan an audit evaluate content against business and
user goals and move forward with a set of useful actionable
insights this practical tactic filled handbook walks you through
setting up and running an inventory using an automated tool
setting the stage for a successful audit specific audit tactics
addressed include auditing for content quality performance global
considerations and legal and regulatory issues you will also learn
how to do a competitive audit and incorporate personas into an
audit tips on presenting audit results to stakeholders will help you
deliver effective strategies successful content strategy projects
start with a thorough assessment of the current state of all content
assets their quantity type and quality beginning with a data rich
content inventory and layering in a qualitative assessment the audit
process allows content owners and business stakeholders to make
informed decisions content audits and inventories by veteran
content strategist paula land shows you how to begin with an
inventory scope and plan an audit evaluate content against
business and user goals and move forward with a set of useful
actionable insights this practical tactic filled handbook walks you
through setting up and running an inventory using an automated
tool setting the stage for a successful audit specific audit tactics
addressed include auditing for content quality performance global
considerations and legal and regulatory issues you will also learn
how to do a competitive audit and incorporate personas into an
audit tips on presenting audit results to stakeholders will help you
deliver effective strategies from the back cover inventories
constitute one of the most complex areas in auditing and in
business management generally yet until now little has been
issued in either Canada or the United States in the way of guidance on auditing this significant asset audit of inventories prepared by a joint study group of the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants and the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants tackles this important issue it discusses the problems auditors might encounter and suggests auditing procedures they should use to satisfy themselves about clients' representations concerning the physical existence, completeness, ownership, valuation, financial statement presentation, and disclosure of inventories. Essential guidance for the financial auditor in need of a working knowledge of it if you're a financial auditor needing working knowledge of it and application controls automated auditing financial applications for small and mid-sized businesses provides you with the guidance you need. Conceptual overviews of key IT auditing issues are included as well as concrete hands-on tips and techniques inside. You'll find background and guidance with appropriate reference to material published by ISACA. AICPA organized to show the increasing complexity of systems starting with general principles and progressing through greater levels of functionality provides straightforward guidance to financial auditors seeking to develop quality and efficacy of software controls. Offers small and middle market business auditors relevant IT coverage covers relevant applications including MS Excel, QuickBooks, and report writers. Written for financial auditors practicing in the small to midsized business space, the largest market segment in the United States in quantity and scope is the small and middle market business which continues to be the source of economic growth and expansion. Uniquely focused on the IT needs of auditors serving the small to medium-sized business automated auditing financial applications for small and mid-sized businesses delivers the kind of IT coverage you need for your organization. This engineering guide is intended as an introduction for senior management and process engineers in the logistics, manufacturing, and distribution industries. It explains what can and what cannot be accomplished with a program of...
cycle counting it describes how cycle counting should be structured and how it should fit into the organization it reviews the math required to determine the optimum level of cycle counting and lays out a sample cycle counting program that includes the training required both for the workers who actually perform the counts and for the supervisors who direct them and use the results it discusses the reasons why full physical inventories may be necessary the problems associated with accuracy and the circumstances under which they can be eliminated it reviews inventory taking processes and discusses training and auditing requirements and can serve as a guide for the auditors and supervisors who specify and control the process the ministry of defence is buying more inventory than it uses and not consistently disposing of stock it no longer needs between the end of march 2009 and the end of december 2011 the total value of the inventory held by the armed forces and in central depots of non explosives increased by 13 per cent from 17.2 billion to 19.5 billion the department estimates that for raw material and consumable inventory such as clothing or ammunition it has spent 4 billion between april 2009 and march 2011 but did not use 1.5 billion 38 per cent worth the nao estimates that the costs of storing and managing inventory were at least 277 million in 2010 11 furthermore over 4.2 billion of non explosive inventory has not moved at all for at least two years and a further 2.4 billion of non explosive inventory already held is sufficient to last for five years or more during 2010 and 2011 the mod identified inventory worth a total of 1.4 billion that could either be sold or destroyed but it was unable to information on the value of the stock that had been destroyed mod has already introduced improvements but strategies and performance reporting do not yet focus on effective inventory management there are also few targets for monitoring the efficiency of inventory management the department has commissioned a review to establish and sustain more cost effective inventory management and plans to implement its recommendations by march 2013 if you want to become the
sherlock holmes of the accounting world then keep reading 2 comprehensive manuscripts in 1 book forensic accounting what the world s best forensic accountants know that you don t auditing the ultimate guide to performing internal and external audits financial officers auditors police officers and other detectives all rely on forensic accountants you may wonder what type of person becomes a forensic accountant the first part of this book will detail not only what it takes to be one but also how to be good at it in part 1 of this book you will learn about different types of fraud and how it is detected probably learn more about fraud than you did in school discover how to review financial statements and inventories through the eyes of a detective learn how to minimize the risk for businesses or the individuals involved gain knowledge about other areas of fraud such as stocks securities and investments get real life examples of cases and situations so you can learn all the necessary and valuable lessons contained in the book and much much more part 2 of this book will cover topics such as what is auditing types of audits balance sheets and assertions life as an auditor differences in audits and ethics auditing business functions and assets auditing human resources inventory management internal controls assessing audit risk and filing a report so if you want to learn about forensic accounting and auditing click add to cart part of the toyota production system kamishibai boards are simple and flexible visual controls for performing audits within a manufacturing process when used properly they are powerful tools for performing managing and auditing tasks of specific duties kamishibai boards a lean visual management system that supports layered audits explains how to use this visual management system to identify normal conditions versus abnormal conditions in your organization filled with easy to follow instructions that require minimal training it outlines a layered audit system for sustaining continuous improvement that can be applied to any organization in any industry the book includes downloadable resources with master forms you can use to create your own daily weekly or
monthly kamishibai cards for any subject the downloadable resources also include electronic copies of all examples in the book helping you focus on resolving abnormal situations the book supplies the understanding required to make problems abnormalities and variations from the standard visible so corrective actions can be made right away so you can spend more of your valuable time on achieving sustainable improvement perfect inventory system log book for monitoring stock levels and sales management process this log notebook will help you keep track of all your inventory and stock quantity levels this record book is useful convenient and easy to use enabling you to monitor your sales efficiently and include all necessary essential contact details memorable dates and events conveniently in one place an inventory logbook is perfect for your busy work life or personal life and makes remembering important merchandise information a whole lot smoother and stress free there s nothing like having instant access to your stock records when needed either daily weekly monthly or yearly this inventory notebook is also perfect for making notes and can help you to identify any essential records in a simple organised manner quickly this logbook is an excellent addition for any company self employed or small business interested in measuring their sales or putting in place a secure inventory system entry section this inventory notebook belongs to page 1 name company address phone phone phone email website entry section inventory inventory notebook start end date page 1 inventory notebook number inventory notebook start date inventory notebook end date inventory notebook notes entry section inventory notebook stock page 2 129 name date date department location counted by sku product no product description quantity price reorder date entry section important inventory notebook notes page 130 133 line spacing 7mm entry section 5mm dot grid page 134 137 dot grid line spacing 5mm entry section important events and occasions page 138 141 name event location date time phone email entry section important contact details addresses page 142
operational auditing goes beyond attesting to the fairness of the financial statements the reader will learn to make significant contributions to the food and beverage operationas profitability by auditing for efficiency and making recommendations that help management reduce costs and increase revenues it is an exciting aspect of auditing that makes the auditor feel he has made a real difference to the success of the operation while reading the book the student will follow aimee stone a senior auditor as she conducts an audit of jennyas cafa c a full service restaurant and bar the student will discover the types of audit deficiencies that auditors uncover in typical food and beverage operational audits as aimee audits all aspects of jennyas cafa c including cash warehouse operations bar operations sales inventories menu costing kitchen operations and other areas finally the student will learn to write an effective audit report with solid management recommendations dedicated to the audit professional who wants to conduct audits of local governments in a more practical manner this book is based on years of discussions with fellow practitioners who have requested an easier method of performing an audit of a local governmental entity it includes information on office of management and budget circular a 133 better known as single audits the forms and checklists in the book identify the specific professional requirements the practice aids are included on a free companion cd a practical guide for chartered accountants for conducting stock audit receivables audit in banks basics of stock audit with checklists comparative study of as 2 revised with as 2 old and with ias 2
revised along with corporate disclosure practices valuation of stocks as per section 145a of the income tax act statutory disclosures for inventories as per companies act 1956 in various accounting policies statutory duties and responsibilities of stock auditors know your customers stock audit ratios and basel accord ii checklist for risk areas in stock audit checklist for valuation of stocks under various types of bank limits rbi directives to implement accounting standards in banks important case studies on valuation of stocks based on accounting standards various rbi directives on loans audit checklist of book debts receivables audit kyc guidelines and anti laundering standards performa of stick audit and receivable audit report and serious irregularities in stock audit with important court decision post audit recovery or recovery auditing has been prevalent in the retail industry for three decades however this report is the first best practices study on the subject it includes the findings of an empirical study on the prevalence of practices in post audit recovery and their consequent effect on overall retailer vendor relationships the report identifies best practices linked to efficiency and effectiveness and thus lays the foundation for developing industry standards in post audit recovery this study conducted over an 18 month period was based on extensive collaboration and research discussions between academics and managers from leading us retail and manufacturing companies the distinctive mix of academic rigor and practitioner relevance is the hallmark of this report this new edition of environmental health and safety audits not only will help you put your company on course toward effective environmental compliance but also now brings you up to date on changes in epa and osha auditing policies issues currently confronting auditing programs and state of the art strategies for managing and conducting audits the examiner reviewed f8 practice and revision kit provides you with many real exam questions as well as a suggested question plan to assist you in your revision phase answers include references back to the study text so that you can
go back to the material if you need to additional help is provided in the form of top tips and easy marks the examiner reviewed f8 practice and revision kit provides you with many real exam questions as well as a suggested question plan to assist you in your revision phase answers include references back to the study text so that you can go back to the material if you need to additional help is provided in the form of top tips and easy marks this book is a copy of the author's finding aid for audit office 12 the original documents that constitute audit office 12 are stored in the national archives in london england audit office 12 contains documents of nine commissions essentially all of audit office 12 concerns monetary claims by american loyalists for relief compensation or other payments as a consequence of the american revolution the body of material thus collected contains considerable information about the politics of the revolution the conduct of the war and the experiences of individual loyalists all of audit office 12 was microfilmed by the public archives of canada now part of the library and archives of canada on microfilm reels b 1155 to b 1183 this book is based on that microfilm copy

**Content Audits and Inventories**

2023-05-15

the second edition of content audits and inventories by veteran content strategist paula land updates and expands the first edition focusing on the importance of the strategic as well as the tactical aspects of the content audit this edition includes expanded chapters on planning and preparation building a business case getting buy in from your organization working with teams selecting and defining audit criteria incorporating audits as part of ongoing governance and much more new in this edition are chapters on auditing social media channels apps brand messaging content
structure and accessibility also new in this edition are case studies from industry professionals who share their audit experiences and outcomes successful content strategy projects start with a thorough assessment of the current state of all content assets their quantity type and quality the audit process begins with a data rich inventory and layers in a qualitative assessment empowering content owners and business stakeholders to make informed decisions this practical tactic filled handbook walks you through setting up and running an inventory using an automated tool setting the stage for a successful audit specific audit tactics addressed include auditing for content quality performance global considerations and legal and regulatory issues you will also learn how to do a competitive audit and incorporate personas into an audit tips on presenting audit results to stakeholders will help you deliver effective strategies content audits and inventories by veteran content strategist paula land shows you how to begin with an inventory scope and plan an audit evaluate content against business and

Content Audits and Inventories

2014

successful content strategy projects start with a thorough assessment of the current state of all content assets their quantity type and quality beginning with a data rich content inventory and layering in a qualitative assessment the audit process allows content owners and business stakeholders to make informed decisions content audits and inventories by veteran content strategist paula land shows you how to begin with an inventory scope and plan an audit evaluate content against business and
successful content strategy projects start with a thorough assessment of the current state of all content assets their quantity type and quality beginning with a data rich content inventory and layering in a qualitative assessment the audit process allows content owners and business stakeholders to make informed decisions content audits and inventories by veteran content strategist paula land shows you how to begin with an inventory scope and plan an audit evaluate content against business and user goals and move forward with a set of useful actionable insights this practical tactic filled handbook walks you through setting up and running an inventory using an automated tool setting the stage for a successful audit specific audit tactics addressed include auditing for content quality performance global considerations and legal and regulatory issues you will also learn how to do a competitive audit and incorporate personas into an audit tips on presenting audit results to stakeholders will help you deliver effective strategies
Audit of Inventories

1986

from the back cover inventories constitute one of the most complex areas in auditing and in business management generally yet until now little has been issued in either canada or the united states in the way of guidance on auditing this significant asset audit of inventories prepared by a joint study group of the canadian institute of chartered accountants and the american institute of certified public accountants tackles this important issue it discusses the problems auditors might encounter and suggests auditing procedures they should use to satisfy themselves about clients representations concerning the physical existence completeness ownership valuation financial statement presentation and disclosure of inventories

Defense Inventory Management

1992

essential guidance for the financial auditor in need of a working knowledge of it if you re a financial auditor needing working knowledge of it and application controls automated auditing financial applications for small and mid sized businesses provides you with the guidance you need conceptual overviews of key it auditing issues are included as well as concrete hands on tips and techniques inside you ll find background and guidance with appropriate reference to material published by isaca aicpa
organized to show the increasing complexity of systems starting with general principles and progressing through greater levels of functionality provides straightforward IT guidance to financial auditors seeking to develop quality and efficacy of software controls offers small and middle market business auditors relevant IT coverage covers relevant applications including MS Excel, QuickBooks, and report writers written for financial auditors practicing in the small to mid-sized business space the largest market segment in the United States in quantity and scope is the small and middle market business which continues to be the source of economic growth and expansion uniquely focused on the IT needs of auditors serving the small to medium-sized business automated auditing financial applications for small and mid-sized businesses delivers the kind of IT coverage you need for your organization

Performance Management of Defence Inventory

1997

this engineering guide is intended as an introduction for senior management and process engineers in the logistics manufacturing and distribution industries it explains what can and what cannot be accomplished with a program of cycle counting it describes how cycle counting should be structured and how it should fit into the organization it reviews the math required to determine the optimum level of cycle counting and lays out a sample cycle counting program that includes the training required both for the workers who actually perform the counts and for the supervisors who direct them and use the results it discusses the reasons why full physical
inventories may be necessary the problems associated with accuracy and the circumstances under which they can be eliminated it reviews inventory taking processes and discusses training and auditing requirements and can serve as a guide for the auditors and supervisors who specify and control the process

IT Auditing and Application Controls for Small and Mid-Sized Enterprises

2013-11-22

the ministry of defence is buying more inventory than it uses and not consistently disposing of stock it no longer needs between the end of march 2009 and the end of december 2011 the total value of the inventory held by the armed forces and in central depots of non explosives increased by 13 per cent from 17 2 billion to 19 5 billion the department estimates that for raw material and consumable inventory such as clothing or ammunition it has spent 4 billion between april 2009 and march 2011 but did not use 1 5 billion 38 per cent worth the nao estimates that the costs of storing and managing inventory were at least 277 million in 2010 11 furthermore over 4 2 billion of non explosive inventory has not moved at all for at least two years and a further 2 4 billion of non explosive inventory already held is sufficient to last for five years or more during 2010 and 2011 the mod identified inventory worth a total of 1 4 billion that could either be sold or destroyed but it was unable to information on the value of the stock that had been destroyed mod has already introduced improvements but strategies and performance reporting do not yet focus on effective inventory management there are also few targets for monitoring the efficiency of inventory management the department has
commissioned a review to establish and sustain more cost effective inventory management and plans to implement its recommendations by March 2013.

**Cycle Count and Physical Inventory Design and Execution**

2010-03-20

If you want to become the Sherlock Holmes of the accounting world then keep reading 2 comprehensive manuscripts in 1 book forensic accounting what the world's best forensic accountants know that you don't auditing the ultimate guide to performing internal and external audits financial officers auditors police officers and other detectives all rely on forensic accountants you may wonder what type of person becomes a forensic accountant the first part of this book will detail not only what it takes to be one but also how to be good at it in part 1 of this book you will learn about different types of fraud and how it is detected probably learn more about fraud than you did in school discover how to review financial statements and inventories through the eyes of a detective learn how to minimize the risk for businesses or the individuals involved gain knowledge about other areas of fraud such as stocks securities and investments get real life examples of cases and situations so you can learn all the necessary and valuable lessons contained in the book and much much more part 2 of this book will cover topics such as what is auditing types of audits balance sheets and assertions life as an auditor differences in audits and ethics auditing business functions and assets auditing human resources inventory management internal controls assessing audit risk and filing a report so if you want to learn about forensic accounting and
Audit of Inventories

1986-06

part of the toyota production system kamishibai boards are simple and flexible visual controls for performing audits within a manufacturing process when used properly they are powerful tools for performing managing and auditing tasks of specific duties kamishibai boards a lean visual management system that supports layered audits explains how to use this visual management system to identify normal conditions versus abnormal conditions in your organization filled with easy to follow instructions that require minimal training it outlines a layered audit system for sustaining continuous improvement that can be applied to any organization in any industry the book includes downloadable resources with master forms you can use to create your own daily weekly or monthly kamishibai cards for any subject the downloadable resources also include electronic copies of all examples in the book helping you focus on resolving abnormal situations the book supplies the understanding required to make problems abnormalities and variations from the standard visible so corrective actions can be made right away so you can spend more of your valuable time on achieving sustainable improvement

Managing the Defence Inventory

2012-06-28
perfect inventory system log book for monitoring stock levels and sales management process this log notebook will help you keep track of all your inventory and stock quantity levels this record book is useful convenient and easy to use enabling you to monitor your sales efficiently and include all necessary essential contact details memorable dates and events conveniently in one place an inventory logbook is perfect for your busy work life or personal life and makes remembering important merchandise information a whole lot smoother and stress free there s nothing like having instant access to your stock records when needed either daily weekly monthly or yearly this inventory notebook is also perfect for making notes and can help you to identify any essential records in a simple organised manner quickly this logbook is an excellent addition for any company self employed or small business interested in measuring their sales or putting in place a secure inventory system entry section this inventory notebook belongs to page 1 name company address phone phone email website entry section inventory inventory notebook start end date page 1 inventory notebook number inventory notebook start date inventory notebook end date inventory notebook notes entry section inventory notebook stock page 2 129 name date date department location counted by sku product no product description quantity price reorder date entry section important inventory notebook notes page 130 133 line spacing 7mm entry section 5mm dot grid page 134 137 dot grid line spacing 5mm entry section important events and occasions page 138 141 name event location date time phone email entry section important contact details addresses page 142 145 name company address phone phone email email entry sections important to do list daily weekly monthly tasks page 146 149 name date week number high priority to do list 1 to 5 date done medium priority to do list 1 to 5 date done low priority to do list 1 to 15 date done priority notes specifications dimensions 8 5 x 11 21 59 x 27 94 cm pages 150 cover finish matte cover weight 220gsm cover full color paper color white inside page color black
Auditing: Auditing inventories

1989

Operational auditing goes beyond attesting to the fairness of the financial statements. The reader will learn to make significant contributions to the food and beverage operation’s profitability by auditing for efficiency and making recommendations that help management reduce costs and increase revenues. It is an exciting aspect of auditing that makes the auditor feel he has made a real difference to the success of the operation. While reading the book, the student will follow Aimee Stone, a senior auditor, as she conducts an audit of Jenny’s Cafe C, a full-service restaurant and bar. The student will discover the types of audit deficiencies that auditors uncover in typical food and beverage operational audits. As Aimee audits all aspects of Jenny’s Cafe C, including cash, warehouse operations, bar operations, sales inventories, menu costing, kitchen operations, and other areas, finally, the student will learn to write an effective audit report with solid management recommendations.

Stock-in-trade and Work in Progress

1964

dedicated to the audit professional who wants to conduct audits of local governments in a more practical manner. This book is based
on years of discussions with fellow practitioners who have requested an easier method of performing an audit of a local governmental entity it includes information on office of management and budget circular a 133 better known as single audits the forms and checklists in the book identify the specific professional requirements the practice aids are included on a free companion cd

**Audit Logic**

1984

a practical guide for chartered accountants for conducting stock audit receivables audit in banks basics of stock audit with checklists checklists to start stock audit comparative study of as 2 revised with as 2 old and with ias 2 revised along with corporate disclosure practices valuation of stocks as per section 145a of the income tax act statutory disclosures for inventories as per companies act 1956 in various accounting policies statutory duties and responsibilities of stock auditors know your customers stock audit ratios and basel accord ii checklist for risk areas in stock audit checklist for valuation of stocks under various types of bank limits rbi directives to implement accounting standards in banks important case studies on valuation of stocks based on accounting standards various rbi directives on loans audit checklist of book debts receivables audit kyc guidelines and anti laundering standards performa of stick audit and receivable audit report and serious irregularities in stock audit with important court decision
Best Practices in Post Audit Recovery

2005-10-01

post audit recovery or recovery auditing has been prevalent in the retail industry for three decades however this report is the first best practices study on the subject it includes the findings of an empirical study on the prevalence of practices in post audit recovery and their consequent effect on overall retailer vendor relationships the report identifies best practices linked to efficiency and effectiveness and thus lays the foundation for developing industry standards in post audit recovery this study conducted over an 18 month period was based on extensive collaboration and research discussions between academics and managers from leading us retail and manufacturing companies the distinctive mix of academic rigor and practitioner relevance is the hallmark of this report

Accounting

2018-09-26

this new edition of environmental health and safety audits not only will help you put your company on course toward effective environmental compliance but also now brings you up to date on changes in epa and osha auditing policies issues currently confronting auditing programs and state of the art strategies for managing and conducting audits
La Vérification des stocks

1986

the examiner reviewed f8 practice and revision kit provides you with many real exam questions as well as a suggested question plan to assist you in your revision phase answers include references back to the study text so that you can go back to the material if you need to additional help is provided in the form of top tips and easy marks

Kamishibai Boards

2018-04-16

the examiner reviewed f8 practice and revision kit provides you with many real exam questions as well as a suggested question plan to assist you in your revision phase answers include references back to the study text so that you can go back to the material if you need to additional help is provided in the form of top tips and easy marks

Department of Defence's Management of General Stores Inventory

2025-05-07

this book is a copy of the author's finding aid for audit office 12 the original documents that constitute audit office 12 are stored in the
national archives in london england audit office 12 contains documents of nine commissions essentially all of audit office 12 concerns monetary claims by american loyalists for relief compensation or other payments as a consequence of the american revolution the body of material thus collected contains considerable information about the politics of the revolution the conduct of the war and the experiences of individual loyalists all of audit office 12 was microfilmed by the public archives of canada now part of the library and archives of canada on microfilm reels b 1155 to b 1183 this book is based on that microfilm copy

Physical Inventory Control
1997

2008-07

CFO Act financial audits programmatic and budgetary implications of Navy financial data deficiencies : report to the Chairman, Committee on the Budget, House of Representatives
Inventory Notebook, Stocktaking, Supply Tracking, Audit Of Stock

1975

Interim Financial Reporting

2008

Auditing the Food and Beverage Operation

2006-05

Local Government and Single Audits

1990
A Guide for the Audit of a Federal Sales Tax Inventory Rebate Claim
1998

CFO Act Financial Audits
2006-09-01

Stock Audit & Receivables Audit In Banks
1998*

Golden TSA Inventory Audit
2005-10-01

Best Practices in Post Audit Recovery, Executive Summary
Department of Defense financial audits highlight continuing challenges to correct serious financial management problems

Environmental Health and Safety Audits

Audit Report on the Inventory Controls of the Department of Correction Over Its Non-food Items at the Rikers Island Storehouses

ACCA Paper F8 - Audit and Assurance (INT)
ACCA Paper F8 - Audit and Assurance (GBR)
Practice and revision kit


Government Corporations Appropriation Bill for 1949

An Inventory of Audit Office 12
Annual Report - Adjutant General's Department
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